
PEUGEOT 309 GTI  16S

-Remove air box and sleeves N°1/4/3/6.(diagram  A)
-Remove  the air flow-meter.

-Remove the attaching bracket N°5 (diagram  A)

-Remove the power assisted oil cylinder.
-Remove the attaching bracket from the power assisted oil cylinder.

-Moving the power assisted oil cylinder.
-The power assisted oil cylinder must be placed between the battery and master cylinders  (diagram  C). 

-To fix the oil cylinder you must use and move the original attaching brackets by bending them as in diagram C. 

-Replace the adaptor of the air flow-meter with the adaptor provided by GREEN.

-Fix the hard hose of the direct intake kit onto the throttle box 

-Fix the air flow-meter on the hard hose of the direct intake kit.

-Fix the air flow-meter with the provided attaching bracket.

-Put the GREEN filter on the air flow-meter 
-Put back the hard vapor recycling hose.

-a/ on the air flow-meter using the holes available. 
-b/ on the battery place using the holes on one side of the battery.

from the battery and move towards motor compartment.
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The running of your engine is linked directly with the maintenance of the air filter. Clean your air filter every
7000 kms or 4500 miles with Green cleaning products.

IMPORTANT

WARRANTY

GREEN technical Dept : TEL: 00.33.3.44.02.64.64

The air filter guarantee is for defects in materials and workmanship only. Guarantee is a void if the air filter is damaged by an accident
unreasonable use, neglect, misuse, abuse, improper installation or other causes not arising out of defects in materials and workmanship
The induction kit is a technical product so it is necessary to have some basic mechanical skills. If problems do not hesitate to have your 
induction kit fitted by a professional.

FITTING INSTRUCTION
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